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Year 8

My identity & where I live

Discuss personality & relationships. Be able to agree/ disagree and justify your 

opinions. Talk about clothes and your passions. Describe where you live

Grammar: Using adjectives correctly: mas/ fem. Learn to use reflexive verbs to 

explain relationships I get on well with, I argue, etc ) and learn the future tense. 

End of year assessment

My identity & where I live

Discuss personality & relationships. Be able to agree/ disagree and 

justify your opinions. Talk about clothes and your passions. Describe 

where you live.

Grammar: Using adjectives correctly: mas/ fem. Learn to use 

reflexive verbs to explain relationships I get on well with, I argue, etc ) 

and learn the future tense. 

Continuation: Holidays in Paris

Talk about what past holidays: say what you did in the last holidays. Give 

opinions on the last holidays. Understanding tourist info.

Grammar: use verbs in the past tense regular & irregular. Practise the use of 

present & past together in sentences and/ or a short text.

End of term assessment

Holidays in Paris
Talk about what past holidays: say what you did in 

the last holidays. Give opinions on the last 

holidays. Understanding tourist info.

Grammar: use verbs in the past tense regular & 

irregular. Practise the use of present & past 

together in sentences and/ or a short text.

Continuation: Free time: books, films and 

TV 

Talking about TV, cinema & reading. Say what 

you use internet for. Explain what you did 

yesterday.

Grammar: practise verbs in present tense 

regular verbs, use verb: avoir= to have, être= to 

be, aller= to go & faire= to do, Learn verbs in the 

past.

End of term PIT STOP

Free time: books, films and TV 

Talking about TV, cinema & reading. Say what you use 

internet for. Explain what you did yesterday.

Grammar: practise verbs in present tense regular verbs, 

use verb: avoir= to have, être= to be, aller= to go & 

faire= to do, Learn verbs in the past.


